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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a new hybrid analog and digital combining architecture for millimeter wave
(mmWave) multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) systems. The proposed structure
employs antenna subset selection per radio frequency (RF) chain based on active/inactive switches
and uses constant phase shifters (CPS) to control the phases of signals in the RF circuit. In this
scheme, for each RF chain, a subset of receive antennas that contribute more to the desired signal
power than the interference power is chosen for signal combining in the analog domain, whereas other
receive antennas are excluded from signal combining, thereby enhancing sum-rates. Simultaneously, the
proposed structure reduces power consumption in the RF circuit by exclusively activating switches that
correspond to the antennas selected for each RF chain. We also develop three low-complexity algorithms
for per-RF chain antenna subset selection. Finally, through numerical simulation, we show that the
proposed structure provides higher spectral efficiency and higher energy efficiency than conventional
hybrid analog and digital combining schemes for mmWave MU-MIMO systems.
Index Terms
Millimeter wave, massive MIMO, hybrid combining, switches, antenna subset selection.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, motivated by the potential of using the millimeter wave (mmWave)
frequency for future mobile communication systems, mmWave massive multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) have become a major research topic in the field of wireless communication
E. E. Bahingayi and K. Lee are with the Department of Electrical and Information Engineering and the Research
Center for Electrical and Information Technology, Nowon-gu, Seoul, 01811, Republic of Korea (e-mail: {eduardbahingaye,
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2[1], [2]. The benefits of mmWave massive MIMO systems are presented in [2]–[4]. However,
its practical implementation remains problematic owing to the high hardware complexity and
high power consumption of numerous RF chains, which scales with the number of antennas
in conventional massive MIMO systems [5], [6]. To address this problem, massive MIMO
architecture for mmWave communication systems must be developed that uses fewer RF chains
and low-power RF hardware components while still providing high data rates.
Antenna selection and hybrid beamforming schemes are often considered to be low-power
solutions for reducing the number of RF chains in mmWave massive MIMO systems [7]–[12].
Between these two schemes, antenna selection is less energy-hungry because fewer antennas are
selected and connected to the RF chains in antenna selection [8]. However, the loss of array
gains and low data rates make this scheme less desirable. In contrast, the hybrid analog/digital
(A/D) beamforming scheme has been deemed a better alternative owing to its use of fewer RF
chains and its ability to provide high spectral efficiency (SE) close to that of the fully digital (FD)
approach [8]–[13]. The hybrid A/D beamforming schemes can be classified into fully connected
and sub-connected architectures. In a fully connected architecture, each RF chain is connected to
all the antennas [8], [10], whereas in a sub-connected architecture, each RF chain is connected
to a subset of antennas [8], [14], [15]. The fully connected hybrid beamforming architecture
outperforms the sub-connected architecture in terms of achievable throughput.
The main drawback of the fully connected hybrid beamforming architecture is its high power
consumption due to a large number of variable phase shifters (VPS), which are used to im-
plement the analog domain [8]. When the fully connected hybrid beamforming architecture is
implemented in massive MIMO systems employing hundreds of antennas, the number of required
VPSs can amount to more than a thousand [8]–[11], which can result in high power consumption
[8], [16]. On combining all of these factors, the fully connected hybrid architecture can be less
energy-efficient than FD schemes, particularly when the number of RF chains is greater than
four [8], [13].
The authors in [17] proposed a novel fully connected hybrid A/D combining architecture
in which the VPSs are replaced with constant phase shifters (CPS) and arrays of switches to
design an analog beamformer. Using low-power CPSs to control signal phases in the analog
domain, this architecture provides improved energy efficiency (EE) performance and a slight
sum-rate loss compared to VPS-based hybrid A/D beamforming structures [17], [18]. Using the
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3same structure, [19] has presented novel algorithms based on quasi-orthogonal combining to
maximize the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) by reducing the interference power.
Both hybrid combining schemes presented in [17] and [19] for massive MIMO receivers
achieve performance gains over the antenna selection scheme in terms of sum-rate. However,
when the signals received at multiple receive antennas are combined at the RF chain, a certain
subset of antennas can contribute more to the interference power than to the desired signal power
depending on the channel conditions, which can cause loss in the SINR. In addition, owing to
the large number of receive antennas in massive MIMO, the number of switches required for
connecting antennas to the RF chains in the architecture proposed in [17] is huge, and these
switches can collectively consume a large amount of power.
To resolve the aforementioned problems, this study proposes a new hybrid analog and digital
combining architecture for mmWave multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) receivers. The hardware
structure of the proposed architecture is similar to that proposed in [17], except that the proposed
architecture employs active/inactive switches in the RF circuit. Instead of connecting all switches
to the CPSs, as in the scheme presented in [17], the proposed structure can set some of
the switches to inactive states, thereby increasing the flexibility of the switching network.
Furthermore, the use of active/inactive switches enables us to perform antenna subset selection
for each RF chain. In particular, for each RF chain of the proposed architecture, only a subset
of receive antennas are chosen—namely, those that contribute more to the desired signal power
than to the interference power—and their signals are combined in the analog domain to enhance
the achievable sum-rate while reducing power consumption. The recently published work in
[20] employs an array of switches to select a subset of VPSs, which are connected to the RF
chains in the fully and sub-connected hybrid beamforming architectures. Unlike that in [20],
in the proposed scheme, optimizing a switching network to design the RF combiners includes
selecting the subset of antennas and their corresponding CPSs for each RF chain. Moreover, in
the proposed structure, we reduce the number of active switches for each RF chain by modifying
the fully connected CPS and switch (FCPS) architecture proposed in [17].
To the best of our knowledge, previous studies on hybrid combining did not consider the pos-
sibility that a subset of antennas can cause a loss in the SINR owing to their larger contributions
to interference power than desired signal power, which can degrade performance in terms of
sum-rate. Traditional antenna subset selection schemes for massive MIMO systems are designed
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4to select the “best” subset of antennas that provides the optimal capacity close to what can be
achieved when all antennas are used [7], [8], [21]. In contrast, the proposed scheme selects the
subset of antennas for each RF chain such that the proposed scheme outperforms conventional
schemes without antenna selection.
The proposed scheme has three advantages. First, the deactivation of switches enables reduced
power consumption in a switch network because only the active switches are considered to
consume power [8], [20]. Second, the flexibility to exclude or include a subset of antennas in
signal combining for each RF chain provides a higher degree of freedom for the design of RF
combiners, thereby improving the SE of the proposed scheme compared to that of conventional
schemes, where all antennas on each RF chain are in operation. Third, based on the first and
second advantages, the proposed structure attains improved EE. The main contributions of this
study can be summarized as follows:
1) We propose a new hybrid combining scheme for mmWave MIMO uplink systems that
employs antenna subset selection per RF chain based on active/inactive switches and CPSs.
In the proposed architecture, the per-RF chain antenna subset selection is achieved by
activating only a subset of switches for each RF chain that corresponds to the selected
antennas. This reduces the power consumption of the switching network compared to that
of the architecture presented in [17]. Moreover, the use of active/inactive switches in the
proposed architecture offers a high degree of freedom to design RF combiners, thereby
enhancing the achievable SE.
2) We develop three near-optimal algorithms for the antenna subset selection and hybrid
combining of the proposed scheme. First, we investigate a system employing an arbitrary
number of active switches for each RF chain, where the subset of antennas for each RF
chain is selected through a decremental search-based algorithm to maximize the achievable
SE of the system. Then, to reduce the complexity, we develop two algorithms that employ
the same number of active switches for each RF chain, where the subset of antennas for
each RF chain is selected based on the channel magnitude.
3) For the proposed structure, extensive performance comparisons based on numerical results
are provided to reveal that the proposed per-RF chain antenna subset selection scheme can
attain higher SE and EE as compared with conventional hybrid combining schemes.
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5The remaining paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide the system model of
the proposed MU-MIMO receiver and the channel model used for our study. In Section III, we
present the algorithms used to perform the per-RF chain antenna subset selection. Section IV
provides information on the EE of the proposed scheme in comparison with conventional struc-
tures. In Section V, simulation results are presented to numerically evaluate the proposed scheme.
Finally, Section VI presents some concluding remarks.
The following notations are used throughout this article: a boldface capital letter, X, is used
to denote a matrix, and a boldface lowercase letter, x, denotes a column vector. The nth entry of
vector x is denoted by [x]n or xn. The nth row and mth column entry of X is denoted by [X]n,m
or xn,m. We also use XH, XT, and X−1 to denote the hermitian transpose, transpose, and inverse
of X, respectively. diag
[
X1,X2, · · · ,Xi
]
is a block diagonal matrix containing X1, · · · ,Xi as
its diagonal terms. ‖X‖F is the Frobenius norm of X; ‖x‖0 is the l0 pseudo-norm of x; |x|
is the magnitude of scalar x; and X  Y is the element-wise multiplication of X and Y. The
calligraphic letter, X , denotes a set, and |X | represents the cardinality of set X . Finally, we use
1N×M and 0N×M to denote the N ×M matrix with all one and zero entries, respectively.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
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Fig. 1. System model.
A. Hybrid Combining Receiver
Fig. 1 illustrates the system model including the proposed MU-MIMO receiver structure. We
assume that K single-antenna users transmit their signals to the base station (BS) [17], [22],
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Fig. 2. An antenna-to-CPS switch in a switch network.
which has Nr receive antennas and NRF(≥ K) RF chains. For simplicity, we assume that the
BS employs exactly K out of NRF available RF chains to simultaneously serve K users, as was
assumed in [12], [17], [23]. The power splitter is used after the receive antennas to distribute the
received signal to multiple RF chains. We assume that each RF chain is connected to L (≤ Nr)
antennas, which are selected by a switch network through NC CPSs. The signals of the selected
receive antennas are added by power combiners. Considering an antenna-to-CPS connection,
each switch can be active or inactive, as shown in Fig. 2. Consequently, in a switch network, an
antenna is connected to a CPS only when its switch is active. Conversely, if a switch is inactive,
it implies that the corresponding antenna is not connected to any CPS.
The received signal at the front end of the BS is given as follows:
r =
√
pHx+ n, (1)
where r ∈ CNr×1 is the received signal vector; p is the average received power from all users; and
x = [x1, x2, · · · , xK ] ∈ CK×1 is a transmitted signal vector, where xk is the symbol transmitted
by the kth user. Furthermore, H = [h1,h2, · · · ,hK ] ∈ CNr×K denotes the channel matrix, where
hk ∈ CNr×1 is the channel vector of the user k, whereas n ∈ CNr×1 denotes the independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d) additive white Gaussian noise vector with ni ∼ CN (0, σ2). The
received signal can be rewritten as
r =
√
phkxk +
√
p
∑
i 6=k
hixi + n. (2)
To detect xk, the receiver applies hybrid analog and digital combining to the received signal,
which generates
yk =
√
pwHHBF,khkxk +
√
pwHHBF,k
∑
i 6=k
hixi + wHHBF,kn, (3)
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7where wHBF,k = WRFwBB,k ∈ CNr×1 is the hybrid combining vector for xk, whereas WRF ∈
CNr×K is the analog beamforming (ABF) matrix, and wBB,k ∈ CK×1 is the digital combining
vector for xk.
In the proposed structure, the ABF matrix is implemented using switches and CPSs, where
CPSs are subject to constant modulus. The ABF matrix can be expressed as
WRF = [∆1ψ,∆2ψ, · · · ,∆Kψ] , (4)
where ψ = [1, ej
2pi
NC , · · · , ej
2pi(NC−1)
NC ]T represents an array of NC possible constant phases. The
composite switching matrix is represented by ∆ = [∆1,∆2, · · · ,∆K ] ∈ BNr×NCK , where ∆k ∈
BNr×NC is the switching matrix for the kth RF chain that satisfies the following constraints:
[∆k]n,q ∈ {0, 1}, ∀n, q, (5a)
NC∑
q=1
[∆k]n,q ∈ {0, 1}, (5b)
where n = 1, · · · , Nr represents the antenna index and q = 1, · · · , NC is the CPS index. The
constraint in (5a) represents the use of switches, and (5b) implies that the restriction of each
antenna on each RF chain is connected to at most one CPS. For instance, in a system with
Nr = 6 and NC = 3, an example of the switching matrix ∆k can be
∆k =

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0

. (6)
In (6), the second and fifth rows indicate that the switches for antennas 2 and 5 are inactive for
the kth RF chain, whereas each of the other antennas is connected to a CPS. Thus, the signals
of antennas 2 and 5 are excluded from signal combining for the kth RF chain, whereas other
signals are selected for combining. When Lk represents the number of active switches for the
kth RF chain, we have
NC∑
q=1
Nr∑
n=1
[∆k]n,q = Lk, 1 ≤ Lk ≤ Nr. (7)
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8In the example presented in (6), Lk is equal to four. The kth column vector of an ABF matrix
is given by wRF,k = ∆kψ. It has non-zero entries corresponding to the antennas connected
to the active state switches. In contrast, if an antenna is connected to an inactive switch, its
corresponding entry in wRF,k becomes zero.
Therefore, in the proposed architecture, each entry of WRF can be either 0 or of unit modulus,
i.e., |wi,j| ∈ {0, 1}. The number of selected antennas for the kth RF chain is given by ‖wRF,k‖0 =
Lk, where we have 1 ≤ Lk ≤ Nr, k = 1, 2, · · · , K. The SINR of the kth user at the BS can be
expressed as
SINRk =
p
∣∣wHBB,kWHRFhk∣∣2
p
∑K
i 6=k
∣∣wHBB,kWHRFhi∣∣2 + σ2 ∥∥wHBB,kWHRF∥∥2 . (8)
Our aim is to design the RF and digital combiners {WBB,WRF} in such a manner as to
maximize the overall achievable sum-rate of the uplink MU-MIMO system in Fig. 1, which
can be formulated as
C = max
WRF∈W,WBB
K∑
k=1
log(1 + SINRk), (9a)
subject to |[WRF]i,j| ∈ {0, 1}, (9b)
where W represents a set of ABF matrices satisfying (4), (5a), and (5b).
B. Channel Model
In this study, we employ a geometric channel model as a propagation environment between
each user terminal and the BS, which is a typical channel model assumed for mmWave massive
MIMO systems [9], [22], [24]. We assume that the channel of each user has an equal number
of independent propagation paths Np [9], [24]. The channel vector between the kth user and the
BS is given by
hk =
√
Nr
Np
Np∑
l=1
a(φkl )α
k
l , (10)
where αkl ∼ CN (0, 1) is the complex gain of the lth path; φkl ∈ [0, 2pi] denotes the angle of
arrival (AoA) of the lth path; and a(·) represents the antenna array response vector at the BS. We
also assume that the BS is equipped with a uniform linear array, for which the array response
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9vector can be modeled as [9], [12], [25]
a(φ) =
1√
Nr
[
1, ej2pi
d
λ
sin(φ), · · · , ej2pi(Nr−1) dλ sin(φ)
]T
, (11)
where d is the antenna spacing, and λ is the wavelength of the carrier signal.
III. ANTENNA SUBSET SELECTION AND HYBRID COMBINING DESIGN
As described in the previous section, in the proposed architecture, RF combining is imple-
mented using switches and CPSs. Thus, to obtain the optimal RF combiner in (9), we must
solve the combinatorial problem of designing a switching matrix, which poses two subproblems.
The first problem is how to determine, in a search across 2NrK possible combinations, the states
of NrK switches, which can be combinatorially prohibitive when Nr is very large. The second
combinatorial problem is determining the optimal connection between the selected antennas and
NC available CPSs, given that, if L out of Nr antennas are selected for each RF chain, then
there are NCKL possible connections between the selected antennas and NC available CPSs.
Therefore, herein, we solve the aforementioned subproblems by designing the switching matrix
in two stages based on low complexity algorithms, which can provide near-optimal solutions.
In the first stage, we ignore the antenna subset selection. The switching matrices in the first
stage corresponding to ∆ and ∆k are denoted by ∆˜ ∈ BNr×NCK and ∆˜k ∈ BNr×NC , respectively.
The constraints (5b) and (7) are modified to
NC∑
q=1
[∆˜k]n,q = 1, (12a)
NC∑
q=1
Nr∑
n=1
[∆˜k]n,q = Nr. (12b)
Then, the ABF matrix WRF has no zero entries because all switches are active. For simplicity
of notation, this ABF matrix with no zero entries is denoted by W˜RF ∈ CNr×K .
Seeking a low-complexity solution, we adopt the Euclidean distance method in [17], [24] to
design a switching matrix ∆˜. Furthermore, by using QR decomposition [26], we can express
H = HˆR, where Hˆ of size Nr × K forms an orthonormal set of basis vectors for the column
space of H, and R of size K × K is an upper-triangular matrix. In this study, we exploit Hˆ
to generate W˜RF. The advantage of using Hˆ over H is that the column vectors of W˜RF become
approximately collinear to the corresponding column vectors in H. As a consequence, in (8), the
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inner product of approximately collinear vectors in the numerator term generated by the desired
signal can be enhanced, whereas the inner product of near-orthogonal vectors in the first term
of the denominator generated by interference signals is reduced, thereby enhancing the SINR
[19], [25]. In this scheme, based on the shortest Euclidean distance, the nth antenna’s switch in
∆˜k selects the CPS with phase θˆk,n from ψ, which corresponds to the closest phase of [hˆk]n
[24]. Letting θk,n = ∠[hˆk]n denote the phase of the channel coefficient corresponding to the nth
antenna on the kth RF chain, we obtain
θˆk,n =
2pi(qˆ − 1)
NC
, (13)
where qˆ = arg min
q∈{1,2,··· ,NC}
∣∣∣θk,n − 2pi(q−1)NC ∣∣∣ is the index of the chosen CPS. Then, the correspond-
ing switch is set to the active state, i.e.,
[∆˜k]n,qˆ = 1. (14)
Consequently, the kth column vector of W˜RF becomes
w˜RF,k = ∆˜kψ, k = 1, 2, · · · , K. (15)
In (13) and (14), the switching matrix is designed under the assumption that no antenna subset
selection is performed, implying that all switches are active. However, the main objective in (9)
is to design WRF under the constraints in (5), which implies that only a set of selected switches
are put into active states. Therefore, by considering the constraints in (5), we must modify the
switching matrix obtained in the first stage, which leads us to the following stage.
In the second stage, we introduce a matrix S = [s1, · · · , sK ] ∈ BNr×K . In each column vector,
sk, 1s correspond to the antennas selected for the kth RF chain. We note that the subset of
antennas selected for the kth RF chain is not necessarily the same as that selected for the jth
RF chain, j 6= k. For example, S1 = {1, 3, 4, 6} can be a set of antenna indices selected for
the first RF chain, whereas, simultaneously, S2 = {1, 2, 4, 5, 6} are selected for the second RF
chain. Hence, when the nth antenna is not selected for the kth RF chain, it does not mean the
nth antenna is totally inactive because it can be selected for some other RF chain.
Here, S transforms ∆˜ into ∆ such that the antenna subset selection is considered. The kth
column of S is element-wise multiplied by each column of ∆˜k to generate ∆k. Specifically, for
∆˜k = [δ˜1, δ˜2, · · · , δ˜NC ], we obtain
∆ = [s1  δ˜1, · · · , s1  δ˜NC , · · · , sK  δ˜1, · · · , sK  δ˜NC ]. (16)
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Based on (4) and (16), the kth column vector of the ABF matrix is expressed as
wRF,k = [sk  δ˜1, · · · , sk  δ˜NC ]ψ, (17)
which can be simplified into
wRF,k = sk  (∆˜kψ) = sk  w˜RF,k, (18)
thus yielding
WRF = [s1  w˜RF,1, · · · , sK  w˜RF,K ] = S W˜RF. (19)
Consequently, (19) suggests that WRF can be obtained via element-wise multiplication of W˜RF
and S, where W˜RF is created by quantizing each phase entry of Hˆ to the nearest phase among
the NC possible phases of CPSs, while S contains 1s in the entries corresponding to the selected
antennas for each RF chain and 0s elsewhere.
For baseband digital combining, we adopt the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) beam-
forming scheme, which utilizes the effective channel He = WHRFH [23], [27]. Specifically, the
digital combiner of the kth user can be written as
wBB,k = (IK +
p
σ2
(HHe He))
−1hHe,k, (20)
where he,k ∈ CNr×1 is the kth column vector of He. Using WRF in (19) and wBB,k in (20), the
sum-rate of K users can be calculated as
C =
K∑
k=1
log(1 + SINRk), (21)
where SINRk represents the post-combining SINR of the kth user, which is given by (8). Thus,
the optimization of S can be formulated as
S? = argmax
S
K∑
k=1
log(1 + SINRk) (22a)
subject to [S]n,k ∈ {0, 1}, ∀n,k, (22b)
‖sk‖0 = Lk; 1 ≤ Lk ≤ Nr. (22c)
As discussed earlier in this section, the antenna subset selection in (22) is a combinatorial
problem, where the exhaustive search to find optimal S might entail excessive complexity. In
the following subsections, we propose three near-optimal algorithms to perform antenna subset
selection with significantly lower complexities.
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A. Decremental search-based ASS
In this subsection, we describe the proposed decremental search-based antenna subset selection
(DS-ASS) scheme. In this scheme, we first assume that all antennas are connected to each RF
chain and compute the initial sum-rate. Then, in every iteration, we search for an antenna on
each RF chain that causes maximum increment in the sum-rate when it is disconnected. The
chosen antenna in each iteration is removed from the set of antennas for that particular RF chain.
Next, the search process is repeated until the maximum sum-rate is achieved. The sum-rate can
decrease in some iterations and increase again before it reaches the maximum; hence, the search
process continues up to tmax consecutive iterations, even if the sum-rate decreases at a certain
step. Early termination occurs if the sum-rate decreases for more than tmax consecutive iterations.
The operations of DS-ASS are summarized in Algorithm 1. In step 1, S is initialized as 1Nr×K .
In step 3, we compute the initial sum-rate using (19)−(21), which is set to the best sum-rate
cbest. Then, in step 5, S is reshaped into s = [s1, s2, s3, · · · , sNrK ]T by concatenating all columns
of S into one column, which is also set to sbest. As shown in steps 12−14, in each local iteration,
a non-zero entry of s is converted to 0, which generates a new vector sˆ. Then, sˆ is reshaped
to S, and in step 16, we compute the corresponding sum-rate cj . When the local iterations are
finished, we obtain the index of the maximum sum-rate, j?, in step 18. Then, in step 19, s is
updated by replacing the j?th entry with 0. Next, the maximum sum-rate cj? is compared to the
current largest sum-rate cbest. If cj? ≥ cbest, cbest and sbest are updated to cj? and s, respectively,
as shown in steps 20−21, and the search process is repeated. If cj? < cbest the search process can
continue without updating cbest and sbest as long as t < tmax. The search process is terminated
early only if the sum-rate fails to increase for tmax consecutive iterations. Finally, in step 27,
sbest is reshaped to a matrix to generate S?, which is the solution for antenna subset selection.
B. Channel magnitude-based ASS
In this subsection, we propose a low-complexity scheme, called channel magnitude-based
antenna subset selection (CM-ASS), to further reduce the complexity of antenna subset selection.
In the CM-ASS scheme, unlike DS-ASS, each RF chain is connected to the same number of
active switches, i.e., Lk = L,∀k. This scheme can be further divided into two different schemes.
Specifically, we consider the cases when L is dynamic and when L is fixed. In the former case,
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L is obtained through an iterative process to maximize the sum-rate, and the value of L varies
according to channel conditions. In contrast, in the latter case, L is fixed to a predefined value.
1) CM-ASS with dynamic L: In this scheme, we compute the initial sum-rate under the
assumption that all antennas are connected to the RF chain. Then, for every iteration, K
connections between antennas and RF chains are removed, one from the subset of antennas
for each RF chain that corresponds to the entry with the smallest magnitude in each column
of Hˆ. Next, the corresponding sum-rate is calculated. The search process is repeated if the new
sum-rate is greater than the current largest sum-rate. Similar to the DS-ASS scheme, the CM-
ASS scheme with dynamic L terminates the search process after tmax consecutive failures to
increase the sum-rate.
The overall procedure of the CM-ASS scheme with dynamic L is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Steps 1−4 are the same as those in DS-ASS. Steps 6−8 construct a matrix Jˆ comprising columns
of the antenna indices, which are sorted in ascending order of the absolute values of entries of
Hˆ. As shown in steps 13−16, during the lth iteration, one non-zero entry in each column of S,
corresponding to the antenna index in the lth row of Jˆ, is converted to 0. Then, step 17 computes
the corresponding sum-rate cl. Steps 18−20 compare cl to the current largest sum-rate cbest. If
cl ≥ cbest, cbest and S? are updated to cl and S, respectively, and the search process is repeated.
If cl < cbest and t = tmax, the process is terminated, and the current S? is adopted as the solution
for the antenna subset selection.
2) CM-ASS with fixed L: In this scheme, to further reduce the computational complexity, we
set the number of active switches for each RF chain to a fixed value, i.e., Lk = L,∀k. Therefore,
in this scheme, each RF chain is connected to the same fixed number of active switches that
correspond to L entries with the largest absolute values in each column of Hˆ.
This scheme can be deduced from Algorithm 2 by choosing and modifying certain steps. First,
step 1 initializes S as 0Nr×K . This is followed by step 2 and steps 6−9 of Algorithm 2. Finally,
S? is generated by converting L zero entries in each column of S to 1s, which correspond to the
antenna indices in the first L rows of Jˆ. We note that the CM-ASS scheme with fixed L does not
require the iterative process performed during steps 11−25 of Algorithm 2, which can require
up to Nr− 1 iterations and the computation of sum-rate on step 17 in each iteration. Hence, we
expect that CM-ASS with fixed L requires substantially lower complexity than CM-ASS with
dynamic L; we will verify this expectation through numerical results in Section V.
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IV. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
In this section, we compare the EE of the proposed architecture to other state-of-the-art MU-
MIMO systems. The EE is defined as [11]
EE =
R
PT
, (23)
where R is the achievable sum-rate, and PT is the total power consumption of the system.
We adopt the power consumption model for the receiver in [8], [13], [18] as the basis for
comparison. The power consumed by a single low-noise amplifier (LNA) and two analog-to-
digital converters (ADCs) for I and Q components is denoted by PLNA and PADC, respectively.
The power consumed by a power splitter and power combiner is also denoted by PSP and PC,
respectively. Furthermore, the power consumed by a single switch, a VPS, and a CPS is denoted
by PSW, PVPS, and PCPS, respectively, whereas the power consumed by an RF chain and a
baseband signal processing block is represented by PRFC and PBB, respectively. We note that
PRFC includes the power consumption of the mixer (PM), local oscillator (PLO), low-pass filter
(PLPF), and base-band amplifier (PBBamp); this power is given as [8]
PRFC = PM + PLO + PLPF + PBBamp. (24)
The total circuitry power consumption of the compared schemes can be expressed as follows:
P FDT = Nr(PLNA + PRFC + PADC) + PBB, (25a)
P FVPST = Nr(PLNA + PSP +KPVPS)
+K(PRFC + PC + PADC) + PBB,
(25b)
P FCPST = Nr(PLNA + PSP +KPSW) +K(NCPCPS
+ PC(NC + 1) + PRFC + PADC) + PBB,
(25c)
P PropT = Nr(PLNA + PSP) +
K∑
k=1
LkPSW +K(NCPCPS
+ PC(NC + 1) + PRFC + PADC) + PBB,
(25d)
where P FDT , P
FVPS
T , and P
FCPS
T indicate the total power consumptions of FD, fully connected VPS
(FVPS), and FCPS architectures [8], [13], [18], respectively. Furthermore, P PropT represents the
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total power consumption of the proposed architecture. In the case of CM-ASS, we have Lk = L,
k = 1, · · · , K, and hence (25d) can be rewritten as
P PropT = Nr(PLNA + PSP) +K(LPSW +NCPCPS
+ PC(NC + 1) + PRFC + PADC) + PBB.
(26)
In Table I, the assumed power consumption of each component is presented based on the
assumptions made in recent studies of EE analysis for a reference carrier frequency of fc = 60
GHz.
Table I: Power consumption of each component in the receiver
Hardware component Notation Power consumption
Low noise amplifier [8] PLNA 20 mW
Variable phase shifter [8], [16] PVPS 30 mW
Combiner [16] PC 19.5 mW
Splitter [16] PSP 19.5 mW
Switch [8] PSW 5 mW
Constant phase shifter [8] PCPS 5 mW
RF chain [8] PRFC 40 mW
Baseband processor [8] PBB 200 mW
ADC [8] PADC 200 mW
Based on (25d), (26), and Table I, the proposed structure is expected to have less power
consumption in the RF circuit as compared with the FD and FVPS schemes because it employs
low-power components, i.e., CPSs and switches. Furthermore, owing to Lk ≤ Nr and L ≤ Nr in
(25d) and (26), respectively, the power consumption in the RF circuit of the proposed structure is
lower than that of FCPS in (25c). Specifically, inactive switches do not consume power, reducing
overall power consumption, whereas, interestingly, setting a subset of switches in inactive states
can also enhance the sum-rate. Related numerical simulation results will be provided in the next
section.
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Table II: Comparison of the power consumption of different architectures for K = {4, 16},
NC = 8, and Nr = {64, 128}
Algorithm
Nr = 64 Nr = 128
K = 4 K = 16 K = 4 K = 16
P FDT 16.84 W 16.84 W 33.48 W 33.48 W
P FVPST 11.45 W 37.60 W 21.65 W 70.85 W
P FCPST 5.83 W 15.14 W 9.64 W 22.78 W
P PropT
L = 0.5Nr 5.19 W 12.58 W 8.36 W 17.66 W
L = 0.75Nr 5.51 W 13.86 W 9.00 W 20.22 W
Table II shows a comparison of the power consumption for various architectures. For the
proposed architecture, we assume (26), where Lk = L,∀k. In Table II, we observe that proposed
architecture has the lowest power consumption among those compared, owing to the use of
active/inactive switches and low-power CPSs. For example, the proposed scheme with L = 0.5Nr
can achieve power-reduction ratios in the ranges of 25.3%−75.0%, 54.7%−75.1%, and 11.0%-
− 22.5% over the FD, FVPS, and FCPS architectures, respectively.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical simulation results to evaluate the performance of the
proposed schemes. We compare the proposed schemes with the Gram–Schmidt-based algorithm
in [25] for FVPS, the improved quasi-coherent combining algorithm in [19] for FCPS, and the
MMSE receiver proposed in [27] for FD schemes. In the simulation results, we consider an
environment with Np = 15 propagation paths between each single-antenna user and the BS
[9], uniformly distributed random AoAs within [0, 2pi], and d = λ
2
, unless otherwise stated. We
assume that the number of RF chains is equal to the number of users, i.e., NRF = K.
A. Simulation Results for Spectral Efficiency
In this subsection, we present various simulation results for the SE performances of the
proposed schemes and other conventional schemes in different environments.
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Fig. 3. SE versus the number of selected antennas per RF chain for a system with Nr = 64,
K = 16, NC = 8, and SNR = 0 dB.
Fig. 3 plots the SE for various values of L in the CM-ASS scheme with fixed L for a system
with Nr = 64, K = 16, NC = 8, and SNR = 0 dB. From Fig. 3, we observe that maximum
SE is achieved at L ≈ 0.75Nr, i.e., approximately 25% of switches per RF chain are inactive.
In Fig. 3, we also observe two intersection points between the FCPS and CM-ASS schemes:
(i) at L ≈ 0.5Nr, i.e., approximately 50% of switches per RF chain are active; and (ii) at
L = Nr, i.e., all switches are active. These results imply that the CM-ASS scheme can achieve
the performance of FCPS only when L ≈ 0.5Nr switches are active for each RF chain. They
also numerically justify that the exclusion of some antennas from signal combining can improve
the performance. Similar results can be observed in other simulations performed under different
environments and SNRs. Based on these observations, in the remaining simulation results, L
for the CM-ASS scheme with fixed L is set to 0.5Nr and 0.75Nr. This is because the CM-ASS
scheme with fixed L = 0.75Nr achieves near-optimal performance, and the same scheme with
L = 0.5Nr achieves performance comparable to that of the FCPS while consuming much less
power.
Fig. 4 compares the SE achieved by the proposed low-complexity antenna subset selection
schemes with that achieved by the exhaustive search-based antenna subset selection. Owing to
an extremely large number of possible combinations that must be examined in the exhaustive
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Fig. 5. SE versus SNR for a system with Nr = 64, K = 16, and NC = 8.
search for large Nr and K, a relatively small system with Nr = 8, K = 2, and NC = 8 is
considered for this scenario. In Fig. 4, it is observed that the proposed DS-ASS achieves almost
the same SE as the exhaustive search-based antenna subset selection. Fig. 4 also shows that
CM-ASS schemes achieve SE performances comparable to those of the exhaustive search-based
antenna subset selection scheme. In particular, the performance loss of CM-ASS with dynamic
L with respect to exhaustive search is only 0.6% at SNR = 12 dB.
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Fig. 6. SE versus NC for a system with Nr = 64, K = 16, and SNR = 0 dB.
In Fig. 5, the SE performances of various architectures are presented for Nr = 64, K = 16,
and NC = 8. This result demonstrates that the proposed schemes outperform both FCPS and
FVPS schemes. Note that in Fig. 5, both the proposed architecture and the FCPS scheme employ
NC ×K = 128 CPSs, whereas the FVPS scheme employs Nr ×K = 1024 VPSs. However, in
the proposed schemes, we perform antenna subset selection, which implies that we use smaller
numbers of active switches per RF chain as compared with the FCPS architecture, where all
switches are active. The proposed schemes achieve improved performances with respect to the
FCPS and FVPS schemes because, for each RF chain, the subset of received signals, which can
lower sum-rates, is excluded from signal combining through antenna selection.
Fig. 6 shows the SE versus the number of CPSs per RF chain, NC = {4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 32},
for a system with Nr = 64, and K = NRF = 16. Fig. 6 shows that the performances of both
the proposed schemes and the FCPS scheme improve with NC. However, the FCPS scheme’s
performance does not exceed that of the FVPS scheme even for large NC. In contrast, eight CPSs
per RF chain are enough for the proposed schemes to outperform the FVPS scheme. Another
observation from Fig. 6 is that the performance improvement is almost negligible after NC = 16
for the proposed structure as well as for the FCPS scheme, implying that NC = 16 provides a
sufficient level of granularity for phase quantization.
Fig. 7 presents the SE when the number of users varies in a system with Nr = 64 and NC = 8.
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Fig. 7. SE versus the number of users for a system with Nr = 64, NC = 8, and SNR = 0 dB.
Fig. 7 shows that the proposed schemes outperform the FCPS throughout the entire range of
K. In particular, the gain of DS-ASS over the FCPS scheme reaches approximately 6% when
K is large. As the number of users increases, the system becomes more interference-limited.
Hence, in an environment with large K, exclusion of received signals that contribute more to
the interference power than to the desired signal’s power, which is executed by setting switches
to inactive states, can provide higher performance gains, as shown in Fig. 7.
B. Simulation Results for Energy Efficiency
In this section, we compare the EE of the proposed structure with that of conventional schemes,
according to (23).
Fig. 8 shows the impact of the number of users on EE. In Fig. 8, we observe that for small and
moderate numbers of users, the proposed schemes offer remarkably improved EE with respect
to conventional schemes. Although the FCPS and proposed schemes enjoy higher EE than the
FD and FVPS schemes for small and moderate numbers of users, Fig. 8 shows clear gains in
the EE offered by the proposed schemes over the FCPS scheme. For example, for K = 8,
the EE gains of the CM-ASS scheme with fixed L = 0.5Nr over the FD, FVPS, and FCPS
schemes are approximately 106.5%, 160.5%, and 19.2%, respectively, and the gains of the DS-
ASS scheme over the FD, FVPS, and FCPS schemes are approximately 95.4%, 146.5%, and
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Fig. 8. EE versus the number of users for a system with Nr = 64, NC = 8, and SNR = 0 dB.
12.8%, respectively.
In Fig. 8, we also observe that the CM-ASS scheme with fixed L = 0.5Nr achieves higher
EE than the other proposed schemes, namely, DS-ASS and CM-ASS with dynamic L. This is
because DS-ASS and CM-ASS with dynamic L are optimized to enhance the SE, rather than
maximizing the EE. In contrast, in the CM-ASS with fixed L = 0.5Nr, only half the switches
are activated at any given time; hence, its power consumption can be lower than that of the other
schemes, thereby yielding higher EE at the cost of a moderate reduction in SE.
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 illustrate the EE for various numbers of receive antennas. In Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10, we consider systems with K = NRF = 4 and K = NRF = 8, respectively. Both figures
show that the proposed schemes achieve higher EE than conventional schemes in almost the
entire region. For example, in Fig. 9, for a small number of antennas such as Nr = 16, the
proposes schemes have nearly the same EE, and their performance gains over the FD, FVPS,
and FCPS schemes are approximately 43.6%, 33.3%, and 9.1%, respectively. In addition, in
Fig. 9, for Nr = 128, the EE gains of the CM-ASS scheme with fixed L = 0.5Nr over the
FD, FVPS, and FCPS schemes are 277.9%, 156.0%, and 17.4%, respectively, and the DS-ASS,
CM-ASS with dynamic L, and CM-ASS with fixed L = 0.75Nr schemes achieve nearly the
same EE gains of approximately 258.4%, 142.9%, and 11.3% over the FD, FVPS, and FCPS
schemes, respectively. Similar to Fig. 9, in Fig. 10, the EE performance gains of the proposed
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= 0 dB.
schemes over conventional schemes are clear.
Finally, the complexity of the proposed schemes should be analyzed. This complexity analysis
is performed by counting the numbers of complex floating-point operations [26]. The compu-
tational complexities of the proposed schemes mainly increase with the number of iterations
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required to perform per-RF chain antenna subset selection. The search process to obtain a solution
of antenna subset selection requires O(i(NrK2 +K3)) and O(i(NrK2 + NrK)) computational
complexity for digital MMSE combining (20) and the computation of the sum-rates in (21),
respectively, where i is the maximum iteration number. For the DS-ASS scheme, we have
i =
∑NrK
j=K+1 j, whereas for the CM-ASS scheme with dynamic L, i = Nr, and for the CM-ASS
scheme with fixed L, there is no required search process, which implies i = 1. Note that this is
a huge reduction in the maximum iteration number as compared to an exhaustive search, which
requires 2NrK iterations to test all possible combinations. Furthermore, because the proposed
schemes apply early termination, the actual number of iterations required to obtain a solution
of antenna subset selection can be reduced. The other computational loads are obtained from
O(NrK
2) operations for QR decomposition to generate Hˆ [19] and O(NrKNC) operations in
(13) − (15) to obtain W˜RF.
Fig. 11 compares the number of the complex floating-point operations for a system with
NRF = 4 and NC = 8. In Fig. 11, the proposed schemes are observed to require significantly
lower complexity than that required by an exhaustive search. This shows that the complexity
of exhaustive search-based antenna subset selection increases very rapidly with the number of
receive antennas as compared with the proposed schemes. In Fig. 11, we also observe that the
DS-ASS scheme has higher complexity than the CM-ASS schemes because the DS-ASS scheme
performs more iterations to obtain the solution of antenna subset selection. In contrast, CM-ASS
schemes with fixed L have the lowest complexity because only one combination is chosen as the
candidate for the antenna subset selection solution. Specifically, CM-ASS with fixed L requires
99.9% and 99.7% lower computational loads compared to DS-ASS and CM-ASS with dynamic
L for Nr = 32.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have presented a novel hybrid combining architecture for mmWave uplink
MU-MIMO systems, in which per-RF chain antenna subset selection is exploited. In the proposed
architecture, by deactivating some switches, the power consumption of the RF circuit can
be reduced while simultaneously enhancing the sum-rate. We have developed low-complexity
algorithms to perform per-RF chain antenna subset selection. The numerical simulation results
show that the proposed structure can provide both higher EE and higher SE than conventional
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FVPS and FCPS hybrid beamforming schemes. Specifically, the proposed CM-ASS with fixed L
achieves EE performance gains of 9.1%− 19.2% over the FCPS scheme, whereas its gains over
the FVPS scheme are 33.3%− 160.5%, and its gains over the FD scheme are 43.3%− 277.9%.
One possible extension of the current work would be the design of hybrid combiners using
double phase shifters for each antenna [28], [29] to further improve the sum-rate performance of
the hybrid combining architecture based on antenna subset selection. Furthermore, the proposed
scheme is a potential candidate for the vehicular communication infrastructure because of its low
power requirement and improved SE performance. It would be interesting to extend this study
to multipath fast-fading channels in vehicular communication and evaluate the performance.
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Algorithm 1 Proposed DS-ASS
Input: NC,
p
σ2
, H, and Hˆ.
Output: S?.
1: Initialization : S = 1Nr×K
2: Quantize the phase θ of each entry of Hˆ to the nearest possible phase θˆ and generate W˜RF
based on (13)−(15).
3: Compute the initial sum-rate c0 based on (19)−(21),
4: cbest ← c0
5: Reshape S into a vector s = [s1, s2, s3, · · · , sNrK ]T.
6: sbest ← s
7: t = 0
8: while t < tmax do
9: T ← indices of non-zero elements in s
10: LocIter = |T |
11: for i = 1 to LocIter do
12: sˆ← s
13: j ← ith element of T
14: sˆj = 0
15: Reshape sˆ to generate S.
16: Compute the sum-rate cj based on (19)−(21).
17: end for
18: j? = argmax
j∈T
cj
19: Update the index vector: [s]j? = 0
20: if cj? ≥ cbest then
21: Update cbest ← cj? , sbest ← s.
22: t← 0
23: else
24: t← t+ 1.
25: end if
26: end while
27: Reshape sbest to generate S?.
28: return S?
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Algorithm 2 Proposed CM-ASS with dynamic L
Input: NC,
p
σ2
, H, and Hˆ.
Output: S?.
1: Initialization : S = 1Nr×K
2: Quantize the phase θ of each entry of Hˆ to the nearest possible phase θˆ and generate WˆRF
based on (13)−(15).
3: Compute the initial sum-rate c0, based on (19)−(21).
4: cbest ← c0
5: S? ← S
6: J = [j1, j2, · · · , jK ], where jk = [1, 2, · · · , Nr]T.
7: for k = 1 to K do
8: Find jˆk by sorting the elements of jk in ascending order of
∣∣[Hˆ]n,k∣∣, n = 1, 2, · · · , Nr.
9: end for
10: t = 0
11: for l = 1 to Nr − 1 do
12: while t < tmax do
13: for k = 1 to K do
14: i← [Jˆ]l,k
15: [S]i,k = 0
16: end for
17: Calculate the sum-rate cl based on (19) − (21).
18: if cl > cbest then
19: Update cbest ← cl, S? ← S.
20: t← 0
21: else
22: t← t+ 1.
23: end if
24: end while
25: end for
26: return S?
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